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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Emma Parkin: Editorial Administrator, BMC Journals

I format corrected the MS according to your comments. Below are the details:

Title: unnecessary capitalizations were removed
Abstract: Structured into Background, Results, Conclusions
Results: The format of the 'Generate' lists were changed. All were removed from the text and were placed in three tables. Tables were placed below the figure legends. Table were referred in the text.
Availability and Requirements - Changed to 'Availability and requirements'.
Competing Interests - Changed to 'Competing interests'.
Author's Contributions was removed
Italics in the figure titles changed to unitalics

In addition to the above formatting corrections, following revisions also made

Public use access in Availability and requirements: The first internet address was corrected.

Above changes were also made to submission page

Best Regards,

M. Saghaei